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Guanine binding to gold nanoparticles through nonbonding interactions†

Xi Zhang, a Chang Q. Sun b and Hajime Hirao* a

Gold nanoparticles have been widely used as nanocarriers in gene delivery. However, the binding mechanism between gold nanoparticles and DNA bases remains a puzzle. We performed density functional theory calculations with and without dispersion correction on Au NPs (N = 13, 55, or 147) nanoparticles in high-symmetry cuboctahedral structures to understand the mechanism of their binding with guanine at the under-coordinated sites. Our study verified that: (i) negative charges transfer from the inner area to the surface of a nanoparticle as a result of the surface quantum trapping effect; and (ii) the valence states shift up toward the Fermi level, and thereby participate more actively in the binding to guanine. These effects are more prominent in a smaller nanoparticle, which has a larger surface-to-volume ratio. Additional fragment orbital analysis revealed that: (i) electron donation from the lone-pair orbital of N to the unoccupied orbital of the Au cluster occurs in all complexes; (ii) π back-donation occurs from the polarized Au d orbitals to the N p* orbital when there is no Au···H–N hydrogen bond, and, (iii) depending on the configuration, Au···H–N hydrogen bonding can also exist, to which the Au occupied orbital and the H–N unoccupied orbital contribute.

1 Introduction

Gold nanoparticles (NPs) are size-tunable materials that function as efficient nanocarriers in the delivery of peptides, proteins, DNA, or RNA. 1, 2 The reported noncytotoxicity 3 and high efficiency of gold NPs 4–6 reinforce the expectation that gold NPs should serve as appropriate vehicles for gene delivery. It is well known that gold in bulk is so inert that it has only a low adsorption capacity. Then why and how do gold NPs acquire adsorption ability? Answering this question is of crucial importance for the effective application of gold NPs in gene delivery. In particular, it is necessary to understand the roles of under-coordinated atoms at gold surfaces, the effects of Au d electrons on the interaction with biomolecules such as DNA, and the binding patterns in such interactions.

A large proportion of atoms of a gold NP at the surface, edge, defects, or other kinds of boundaries of nanostructures are under-coordinated. In fact, the volume ratio of the surface layer to the entire body, referred to as the surface-to-volume ratio, increases with decreasing size of a NP. The ratio can be 90% for a gold NP with a diameter of 1 nm. A large surface-to-volume ratio has been shown to give rise to the “under-coordination effect” of gold NPs, 5,6 which has recently been drawing rapidly increasing attention. 7,8 The under-coordination effect exerts considerable influences on the structure, bonding, energy, and behavior of gold NPs. 7, 9 For example, Au–Au bonds are shortened around the under-coordinated sites, 5,10,11 and surface potential energy is elevated in gold NPs. 12 Moreover, the energy states and electronic structures of gold NPs differ significantly from those of bulk gold, 13, 14 which can also be attributed to the under-coordination effect. These under-coordination-induced properties provide tunability in electron conductivity, 15 local magnetism, 16 and catalytic ability 7, 8, 17 of gold atoms in a nanolayer on substrates, stepped surfaces, nanoporous materials, 7 nanoparticles, etc.

In gene delivery, gold–molecule (or –base) interactions, which are ubiquitous in science, 18, 19 may be effectively exploited. At the molecular level, such interactions involve a bond between Au and, e.g., N of an organic molecule. This bond may not be described as a pure N–Au donor–acceptor bond, 19 because back-donation of gold 5d electrons to an organic molecule may also exist. 18, 20, 21

Unconventional N–H···Au hydrogen bonding is another interesting structural feature of gold–molecule complexes. 22–26 On the basis of computational studies, unconventional hydrogen bonds have been claimed to exist in the complexes of gold with pterin, 22 glycine, 23 and ammonia, 26 whereas such...
hydrogen bonding was not observed in the complex of gold and PH$_3$.

Precise characterization of these key structural and electronic factors controlling the properties and interactions of gold NPs should help establish the molecular basis for the effective application of gold NPs in gene delivery. Density functional theory (DFT) has useful roles to play in this endeavor. So far, a few DFT studies have been performed on relatively small and low-symmetry DNA base-gold [Au$_N$ (N = 2–20)] complexes.\textsuperscript{27–32} Kryachko and Remacle investigated the complexes between Au$_N$ (N = 2–6) and nucleobases or base pairs.\textsuperscript{31} Kumar et al. studied the complexes between the adenine–thymine (AT) or the guanine–cytosine (GC) pair and Au$_N$ (N = 4, 8).\textsuperscript{27} Shukla et al.\textsuperscript{30} studied the interaction between gold nanoclusters Au$_N$ (N = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12) and the purine base in guanine (G) and the GC base pair. Martinez\textsuperscript{29} analyzed the properties of planar and 3-D gold clusters (Au$_N$ with N = 2–20) interacting with the adenine–uracil (AU) and GC base pairs.\textsuperscript{32} Zhang et al. investigated the interaction of G base with Au$_N$ (N = 2, 4, 6, 8).\textsuperscript{33,34} Despite extensive DFT studies, however, the core size of the experimentally synthesized particles usually falls in the range between 1.5 nm (≈Au$_{55}$) and ~6 nm,\textsuperscript{35,36} and clusters tend to adopt a high-symmetry structure (i.e., truncated octahedral, cuboctahedral, icosahedral or decahedral nanocrystal), as corroborated by studies based on the Wulff construction,\textsuperscript{37} genetic algorithms,\textsuperscript{38,39} and first-principles methods.\textsuperscript{40} Clearly, computational studies should be performed on the interactions between larger gold NPs and bases.

In this work, complexes between high-symmetry cuboctahedral NPs with relatively large sizes (Au$_{13}$, Au$_{55}$ and Au$_{147}$) and the guanine (G) nucleobase are studied using DFT. The main goal of this work is to identify the mechanism underlying the binding between G and gold NPs from the perspective of under-coordination effects on charge redistribution, local structure relaxation, and electronic properties of gold NPs.\textsuperscript{9,10} We chose G because it is a well-studied DNA base that therefore allows us to investigate the role of under-coordinated gold in adsorption processes using the reported stable binding patterns.\textsuperscript{30,31} Moreover, to better characterize the donor–acceptor and H-bonding interactions between the gold NPs and G, we perform fragment orbital analyses of Au$_{13}$–G and atomic-orbital bond-order analyses of all complexes.

### 2 Methods

#### 2.1 Structures and principles

Gold NPs in cuboctahedral structures of three “magic sizes”\textsuperscript{44} i.e., Au$_{13}$ (2 atomic shells), Au$_{55}$ (3 atomic shells), and Au$_{147}$ (4 atomic shells) were considered in this study. The cuboctahedral structure has been proven stable in gold clusters with relatively large sizes that consist of >50 atoms.\textsuperscript{38,39} The icosahedral structure is also stable in Au$_{13}$.\textsuperscript{40} We also examined icosahedral Au$_{13}$; however, the binding energy (BE) for icosahedral Au$_{13}$–G was much smaller (28.5 kcal mol$^{-1}$) than that for cuboctahedral Au$_{13}$–G (44.9 kcal mol$^{-1}$). Therefore, we focused mainly on cuboctahedral NPs in studying the size-dependent under-coordination effects and unconventional hydrogen bonding.

Fig. 1 illustrates the Au–N bonding sites for the interaction between guanine (N2 or N5) and Au$_{13}$ NPs. Two configurations were chosen from the most stable binding sites of Au–G complexes.\textsuperscript{31} Consistent with the reported\textsuperscript{45} and our previous results,\textsuperscript{9} the corner atom of Au$_{55}$ forms a stronger bond with guanine (BE: 35.3 kcal mol$^{-1}$) than the edge atoms (BE: 24.2 kcal mol$^{-1}$). Therefore, in the following discussions, we shall focus on the interactions at the most under-coordinated corner atoms. The cross sections of Au$_{55}$ and Au$_{147}$ are shown in the figure of Mulliken charges (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1c illustrates the under-coordination-induced bond contraction, surface quantum trapping, and charge polarization of gold NPs, as reported in the theme articles.\textsuperscript{36,47} Our recent study\textsuperscript{9} demonstrated that the length of the Au–Au interlayer bond contracts from the bulk value of 2.883 Å to.

---

**Fig. 1** Illustration of the structures and under-coordination effects. Gold atom-shell labels extend from the surface corner toward the center, Au1 and Au2. N atoms in guanine are labeled N1–N5. Two H atoms on N3 and N1 are labeled H1 and H2. (a) The Au$_{13}$–G1 complex with the gold binding sites labeled Au(N) and Au(O). The binding pattern involves Au(N)–N5 and Au(O)–O bonds. (b) The Au$_{13}$–G2 complex with the gold binding sites labeled Au(N), Au(H1) and Au(H2). This binding pattern involves a Au(N)–N2 bond and two N–H _< Au hydrogen bonds. (c) Illustration of under-coordination-induced bond contraction, surface quantum trapping (T), and valence charge polarization (P) at the surface. Values in (a) and (b) are the calculated Mayer bond orders for the Au$_{13}$–G complexes.\textsuperscript{48}
2.694 Å in the outermost two shells of Au NPs. The effective coordination number $z$ is shell-dependent,\textsuperscript{9,10} i.e.,

$$z = \begin{cases} 1 = 4(1 - 0.75 K^{-1}) & \text{(First shell)} \\ z_2 = z_1 + 2 & \text{(Second shell)} \\ z_3 = 12 & \text{(Third shell: bulk)} \end{cases}$$

where $K$ is the size factor calculated from the particle diameter over the atomic radius. A radial dependence of bond contraction was observed, and the effect was prominent in the two outermost layers of gold nanoparticles.\textsuperscript{10,11} The principle of least energy states that a spontaneous process is associated with an internal energy decrease. Therefore, bond contraction is accompanied by single-bond energy gain and depression of the interatomic potential well.\textsuperscript{12} Because of the potential well entrapment and core-level blue shift,\textsuperscript{6} valence charges tend to ‘flow’ from the inner part of the bulk to the surface skin. This is referred to as the quantum trapping effect. The valence charges will be locally polarized by the densely entrapped core electrons at the surface and occupy the higher-energy states near the Fermi level ($E_F$) to form a polarization state. The polarization states of a gold chain end, islands and nanoparticles have been observed by scanning tunneling spectroscopy.\textsuperscript{13,14}

### 2.2 Calculation procedures

Spin-unrestricted DFT calculations were performed using the DMol\textsuperscript{3} code with the double numeric atomic orbital plus polarization basis set.\textsuperscript{49} A DFT semi-core pseudopotential\textsuperscript{50} was used to describe the inner electrons while including some degrees of relativistic effects. The Perdew–Wang (PW92) functional\textsuperscript{51} in the localized density approximation (LDA), the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) functional\textsuperscript{52} in the generalized gradient approximation (GGA), and the PBE functional with a dispersion correction based on the Tkatchenko–Scheffler scheme (DC-PBE)\textsuperscript{53} were used for calculation of the BE. The use of hybrid functionals for the systems considered in this study is prohibitive because of the high demand of the Hartree–Fock exchange energy calculation. Besides, for the studies of high-symmetry noble metal nanoparticles, LDA\textsuperscript{54,55} and GGA functionals\textsuperscript{24,45,56,57} have been extensively used. Because the trend in the calculated BE was not altered in a functional-dependent manner, only the PW92 functional was used for calculations of other properties. The threshold for self-consistent field (SCF) iterations was set at $10^{-6}$ (Hartree). To overcome the energy fluctuation that is caused by the existence of many energy states near $E_F$ in large gold NPs ($\approx 55$), thermal smearing of 0.005 Hartree was applied in the initial optimizations to allow electrons to be smeared out over several orbitals using the finite-temperature Fermi function.\textsuperscript{58} The smearing was suppressed in the final optimization to obtain integer orbital occupations. No symmetry was imposed on the geometry during geometry optimizations. In the geometry optimization, the convergence tolerances for energy, force, and displacement were set at $10^{-5}$ Hartree, 0.002 Hartree per Å, and 0.005 Å, respectively. COSMO\textsuperscript{59} solvent calculations with the DC-PBE functional were also performed using the dielectric constant of water, i.e., 78.54.

In addition to the size effect of gold on the binding to G, the BEs of two different complexes that use N5 and N2 as binding sites of G, denoted as Au$_{15}$G1 and Au$_{25}$G2, respectively (see Fig. 1), were compared. To gain insight into the nature of the Au–G bonding, additional fragment orbital analysis was performed for the Au$_{13}$ cluster using Matlab.\textsuperscript{60} In this analysis, Kohn–Sham molecular orbitals for the complexes (MOs) and fragments (FOs) were obtained by performing non-smeared single-point calculations on the above-obtained optimized geometries of complexes. We expanded the MOs ($\psi^\mu_i$), or eigenvectors, in the Au$_{13}$–G complex in terms of the FOs of isolated Au$_N$ and G fragments, instead of using the atomic orbitals for expansion; that is,$^{61}$

$$\psi^\mu_i = \sum_{\nu \in occ} c_{\mu \nu}^i \phi^\nu_i + \sum_{\nu \in unocc} c_{\mu \nu}^i \phi^\nu_i$$

where $\sigma$ (+ or −) represents spin-up or spin-down. $\psi_i^+$ and $\psi_i^-$ are the $i$th spin-up and spin-down MOs of a complex, respectively. $\phi_j^{\sigma}$ ($\phi_j^{\sigma+}$) and $\phi_{j'}^{\sigma}$ ($\phi_{j'}^{\sigma+}$) are the $j$th occupied and the $j'$th unoccupied FOs of Au$_N$ and g$_1$ and g$_2$ are the $k$th occupied and $k$th unoccupied FOs of G, respectively. $\phi_j^{\sigma}$, $\phi_{j'}^{\sigma+}$, etc. are the corresponding expansion coefficients. It should be noted that the spin symbol is omitted for the FOs of G, because of its closed-shell character. If the coefficient of the $j$th FO in the $i$th MO is $c_{\mu \nu}$, population matrix elements can be calculated as

$$P_{\mu \nu} = 1 \cdot S_{\mu \nu} \cdot \sum_{i} c_{\mu \nu}^i c_{\mu \nu}^{i+}$$

where $S_{\mu \nu}$ is the overlap matrix element between two FO bases $\mu$ and $\nu$. The sum of all terms of $P_{\mu \nu}$ over $\nu$ is the gross electronic
population of the \( \mu \)th FO. Here, only the \( \mu \)th occupied MOs can be considered to have an occupation number of 1 for each spin. This orbital analysis provides FO population changes and FO expansion coefficients, which allow us to assess how electrons have shifted between the two fragments. The doublet Au_{13}-G complex has 426 MOs for each spin, of which 163 and 162 FOs are occupied for spin-up and spin-down electrons, respectively. In the orbital analysis, the structure of Au_{13}-G1 was reoriented in such a way that Au(N) was at the origin, the Au–N bond aligned with the \( z \) axis, and Au(N) and the N5 and O atoms of G defined the \( z \) plane. Similar reorientation of the structure of Au_{13}–G2 was performed so that Au(N), N2, and H1 defined the \( z \) plane.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Size effect: under-coordination induced charge polarization

3.1.1 Size-dependent binding energy. Table 1 summarizes the Au-size dependencies of the BEs of Au_{13}–G1 and Au_{13}–G2. The BE was defined as

\[
BE = E(\text{Au NP}) + E(G) - E(\text{Complex})
\]

(4)

where a large BE value reflects a stronger interaction between the Au_{13} and guanine fragments. The BE data obtained with the LDA-PW92, GGA-PBE, and DC-PBE functionals are summarized in Table 1. Despite the different magnitudes of BE obtained for different functionals, consistent trends were observed. The BE increases as the cluster size decreases from Au_{147} to Au_{13}; thus, the smallest Au_{13} can form the most strongly bound complex with G. The stability of the complexes depends on the activity of valence charges in gold NPs. Au_{13} and Au_{13} have a larger binding energy in the second configuration (Au–N2 and Au⋯H) than in the first configuration (Au–N5 and Au–O). However, Au_{147} prefers the first configuration over the second configuration. Interestingly, the solvent effect provides a larger stabilization to Au_{13}–G1 than to Au_{13}–G2.

This may be attributed to the fact that the polar N–H bond is exposed to the solvent part in Au_{13}–G1, while this is not the case in Au_{13}–G2. Moreover, the dipole moment is much larger in Au_{13}–G1 than in Au_{13}–G2, as summarized in Table 2. Thus, Au_{13}–G1 is more polar than Au_{13}–G2 and gains a larger solvation stabilization in water.

3.1.2 Under-coordination-induced surface quantum trapping.

Fig. 2 compares the shell-resolved Mulliken charges of gold atoms within the clusters. Distinct intracluster charge separation is observed for the gold NPs in the complexes, which is expected from our previous considerations. Negative charges tend to shift toward the outermost shells, and consequently positive charges are left behind in the inner shells of the gold NPs and the complexes. The shifting charges are identified as valence electrons. This observation is consistent with that reported by Staykov et al. and can be understood in terms of the under-coordination-induced quantum trapping, as illustrated in Fig. 1c.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Au_{i}</th>
<th>Au_{i}–G1</th>
<th>Au_{i}–G2</th>
<th>Au_{i}</th>
<th>Au_{i}–G1</th>
<th>Au_{i}–G2</th>
<th>Au_{i}</th>
<th>Au_{i}–G1</th>
<th>Au_{i}–G2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PW92</td>
<td>44.9</td>
<td>27.7</td>
<td>31.3</td>
<td>33.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBE</td>
<td>35.3</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>24.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC-PBE</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC-PBE (COSMO)</td>
<td>47.2</td>
<td>30.3</td>
<td>32.4</td>
<td>28.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>35.8</td>
<td>28.9</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24.9</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Au_{13}</th>
<th>Au_{13}–G1</th>
<th>Au_{13}–G2</th>
<th>Au_{13}</th>
<th>Au_{13}–G1</th>
<th>Au_{13}–G2</th>
<th>Au_{147}</th>
<th>Au_{147}–G1</th>
<th>Au_{147}–G2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( Q_1 )</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>-0.61</td>
<td>-0.48</td>
<td>-0.75</td>
<td>-1.31</td>
<td>-1.12</td>
<td>-1.21</td>
<td>-1.88</td>
<td>-1.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Q_{NP} )</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.45</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.43</td>
<td>-0.31</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.43</td>
<td>-0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_{NP−G} )</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>9.06</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>7.84</td>
<td>4.72</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>7.40</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mu )</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>4.07</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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two methods are equivalent and give the same value of \( \mu \). As can be seen in Table 2, \( \mu \) of a bare Au NP is zero because of the high symmetry of the NP structure. Moreover, \( \mu \) for Au\(_{17}\)-G1 is much larger than that for Au\(_{17}\)-G2. This is attributable to the larger degree of charge transfer in Au\(_{17}\)-G1 and partly to its larger \( R_{NP-G} \). The center of \( Q_G \) is near N2 of G, which makes \( R_{NP-G} \) in Au\(_{17}\)-G1 much larger than in Au\(_{17}\)-G2.

### 3.1.3 Shell-resolved valence charge polarization

The density of states (DOS) for the gold NPs with different sizes is shown in Fig. 3a. The main peak of the DOS for Au\(_{13}\) shifts by about 0.05 Hartree more toward \( E_F \) than does that for Au\(_{147}\), indicating that the degree of valence charge polarization decreases in the order Au\(_{13}\) > Au\(_{55}\) > Au\(_{147}\). Furthermore, the normalized localized DOS (LDOS) spectra in Fig. 3b show that the valence charges at the first atomic shell shift up toward \( E_F \) more significantly than those of the inner atoms (black arrow), as a result of polarization. Interestingly, the polarized valence electrons of the Au(N) atomic site contribute most significantly to the formation of a complex, whereas the valence electrons of other sites are left almost intact. A comparison of Fig. 3b and c shows that the levels of valence electrons are also relatively high for the edge and face sites of the first atomic shell (higher than \(-0.1\) Hartree, see Fig. 3c), compared with the levels of inner-shell gold atoms (lower than \(-0.2\) Hartree, see Fig. 3b). These indicate that the electrons are well polarized also at the edge and face sites. A relatively high peak is observed for Au(N) at around \(-0.05\) Hartree, and this peak changes most significantly upon formation of the complex. In addition, the highest LDOS peak for a corner atom is about 1.25 times as high as those for the edge and face atoms (see dashed-dotted lines in Fig. 3c). The greater amount of polarized valence changes at Au(N) should contribute efficiently to the Au–N bond formation process. Therefore, G chooses Au(N) over the other sites for the binding. The Au\(_{15}\)-G and Au\(_{17}\)-G complexes also exhibit the same trends, as shown in Fig. S2 and S3 in the ESI.

Thus, the higher stability of a small gold NP–G base complex originates from under-coordination-induced surface charge trapping and valence charge polarization. When a Au\(_{10}\)-G complex is formed, there is an electronic density change at the binding gold, which, together with the electron donation from the N \( p_z \) lone-pair orbital to gold and the surface charge trapping of the gold NP, assists the binding process.

### 3.2 Site effect: Au–G back-donation of the polarized charge

Further analyses of FOs were performed to characterize the local interactions between bonding gold atoms and G in more detail for two binding patterns, Au\(_{13}\)-G1 (N5–Au; O–Au) and Au\(_{17}\)-G2 (N5–Au; H–Au).

#### 3.2.1 Au\(_{13}\)-G1 (N5–Au; O–Au)

Key MOs and FOs for spin-up electrons are shown in Fig. 4. The results for the spin-down electrons were essentially the same, and thus they are summarized in the ESI. Here, we mean by key FOs those which constitute large portions of MOs. As shown in Fig. 4a and b, MOs \( \psi_{162} \) and \( \psi_{163} \) are formed as a result of \( \sigma \)-type Au–O and Au–N orbital interactions between the gold NP and G, respectively. The formation of these interactions gives rise to a fractional Au–N bond order\(^{48} \) of 0.597 and a Au–O bond order of 0.247, as shown in Fig. 1. These MOs are largely accounted for by the occupied \( p_z \)-type \( g_{37} \) and \( g_{38} \).
FOs and the unoccupied Au s-type $a_{125}^+$, $a_{126}^+$ and $a_{127}^+$ FOs. There is also $\pi$ back-donation from the occupied Au $d_{xz}$ $a_{124}^+$ orbital to the unoccupied $p_y$-type $g_{40}$ and $g_{41}$ orbitals. Contributions from other FOs are very small.

Key orbital interactions between Au$_{13}$ and G in Au$_{13}$–G1 and expansion coefficients of FOs are summarized in Fig. 4c. The following insights are derived: (i) electrons are donated from the lone-pair orbitals of N and O to the unoccupied Au 6s and 6p$_z$ orbitals in the binding process; (ii) back-donation also occurs from the Au $d_{xz}$ to the N and O $p_y$ orbitals through $\pi$ orbital interaction; and, (iii) there is charge polarization from the occupied to unoccupied FOs within the Au cluster, enhancing the Au–N and Au–O $\sigma$-type interactions.

The nature of Au–G bonding can be understood either from expansion coefficients or from gross populations. Table 3 summarizes the changes in gross populations of frontier FOs upon Au$_{13}$–G1 formation. Complete data are summarized in the ESL.$^\dagger$ A negative value means a loss of electrons from the original state. The populations of orbitals around the HOMO and the lowest-unoccupied MO (LUMO) are seen to undergo significant changes upon the formation of Au$_{13}$–G1. Consistent with the insights gained from the FO expansion coefficients, the gold NP not only accepts electrons from guanine $2p_z$-type FOs $g_{37}$ and

![Fig. 4](4) Summary of key MOs and FOs of Au$_{13}$–G1. (a) $\psi_{162}^+$, which contains Au–O interaction. (b) $\psi_{163}^+$ (HOMO), which contains Au–N interaction. Dominant FO expansion coefficients of the MO are shown underneath each orbital diagram, where occupied FOs are highlighted in boldface. (c) Schematic drawings of key orbital interactions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3</th>
<th>Changes in electron population of frontier FOs upon formation of Au$_{13}$–G1. Notable changes are highlighted in boldface</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Au$_{13}$</td>
<td>FO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_{119}^+$</td>
<td>$-0.012$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_{120}^+$</td>
<td>$-0.008$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_{121}^+$</td>
<td>$-0.001$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_{122}^+$</td>
<td>$-0.021$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_{123}^+$</td>
<td>$-0.180$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_{124}^+$</td>
<td>$-0.015$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_{125}^+$</td>
<td>$0.270$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_{126}^+$</td>
<td>$0.062$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_{127}^+$</td>
<td>$0.050$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_{128}^+$</td>
<td>$0.004$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ HOMO. $^b$ LUMO.
into its unoccupied 6s-type $a_{125}^+$, $a_{126}^+$ and $d_z$-type $a_{127}^+$, but it also donates electrons from its occupied $d_{3z^2}$-type FOs $a_{119}^+$ and $a_{124}^+$ to guanine $p_z$-type $g_{40}^+$, $g_{41}^+$ and $g_{43}^+$. There is a significant charge loss in occupied Au 6s and 5d$_z$ FO $a_{123}^+$ (~0.18), whereas there is a gain in unoccupied Au 6s and 5d$_z$ FO $a_{125}^+$ (0.27), indicating that valence charges are substantially polarized from occupied orbitals to unoccupied orbitals.

### 3.2.2 Au$_{13}$-G2 (N5-Au; H–Au)

Key FOs of Au$_{13}$-G2 are shown in Fig. 5. The HOMO ($\psi_{163}^+$) is formed as a result of $\sigma$ donation from the N lone-pair FOs $g_{34}^+$, $g_{37}^+$ and $g_{38}^+$ to the unoccupied Au 6s and 6$p_z$-type FOs, as shown in Fig. 5a. The Au–N bond order is 0.648 for Au$_{13}$-G2, which is larger than 0.597 for Au$_{13}$-G1. MO $\psi_{161}^+$ in Fig. 5b involves Au–N–H hydrogen bonding; this orbital is constructed chiefly by the occupied Au 6s-type FOs $a_{122}^+$ and $a_{123}^+$ with the N–H unoccupied FOs $g_{42}^+$, $g_{44}^+$ and $g_{45}^+$. The N–H1 and N–H2 bond orders also decrease from 0.927/0.918 in isolated G to 0.831/0.810 at the N–H–Au sites, indicating that the covalent bond of N–H is weakened upon formation of the H–Au hydrogen bond.

The interactions between Au$_{13}$ and guanine in Au$_{13}$–G2 have been summarized in Fig. 5c: (i) electron donation from the N 2$p_z$ lone-pair orbital to the unoccupied Au 6s and 6$p_z$ orbitals results in the formation of a Au–N bond; (ii) backonation is enabled because of the Au–H–N hydrogen bonding; and (iii) the occupied Au 6s and 5d$_z$ FOs polarize their charges to the unoccupied Au FOs and make contributions to the Au–N bonding.

Table 4 lists the changes in gross population of each frontier FO upon formation of Au$_{13}$–G2. Consistent with the mechanism obtained from the FO coefficients, besides the donation from the guanine $p_z$-type FOs, $g_{37}^+$ and $g_{38}^+$ to the Au 6s-type ($a_{125}^+$) and 5d$_z$-type ($a_{127}^+$) FOs, there are charge transfers from gold to N–H unoccupied orbitals $g_{42}^+$, $g_{44}^+$ and $g_{45}^+$, which can be characterized as H-bond interactions. Moreover, the occupied $a_{124}^+$ orbital polarizes its charge to the unoccupied $a_{125}^+$ orbital, as can be seen from their respective population changes of ~0.200 and 0.322.

Comparing the binding models of Au$_{13}$-G1 and Au$_{13}$-G2, one sees that, in both configurations, the guanine $p_z$-type FOs donate electrons to the Au unoccupied FOs and that the Au occupied FOs polarize charges to the unoccupied FOs, while backonation from Au to G occurs mainly from Au $d_{3z^2}$-type FOs into the $\pi$-type $p$-type FOs of G in Au$_{13}$-G1. The N–H unoccupied FOs accept electrons in the backonation of Au$_{13}$-G2, to form a Au–H–N hydrogen bond.

### 3.2.3 Effect of Au–H hydrogen bonding on the N–H bond order

The significant increase in the number of FOs in larger complexes makes the interpretation of FO-analysis data rather difficult. Therefore, Mayer bond order analyses were performed instead for all complexes to gain insights into the Au–H hydrogen bonding. As shown in Table 5, the N–H1 and N–H2 bond orders remain more or less the same (0.92–0.93) in Au$_{13}$–G1. In contrast, the bond order decreases in a size-dependent manner in Au$_{13}$–G2 as a result of the formation of Au–H hydrogen bonds. The values are 0.83 and 0.81 in Au$_{13}$–G2, 0.883 and 0.867 in Au$_{15}$–G2, and 0.899 and 0.875 in Au$_{14}$–G2. The smaller N–H bond order in a smaller complex reflects the fact that valence charge polarization is larger, as shown in Fig. 3a, which allows the formation of a stronger hydrogen bond.

Table 5 Comparison of Mayer bond orders for the N–H1 and N–H2 bonds in Au$_{13}$–G1 and Au$_{13}$–G2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bond</th>
<th>Au$_{13}$–G1</th>
<th>Au$_{13}$–G2</th>
<th>Au$_{14}$–G1</th>
<th>Au$_{15}$–G1</th>
<th>Au$_{15}$–G2</th>
<th>Au$_{14}$–G2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N–H1</td>
<td>0.927</td>
<td>0.927</td>
<td>0.926</td>
<td>0.831</td>
<td>0.883</td>
<td>0.899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N–H2</td>
<td>0.918</td>
<td>0.917</td>
<td>0.917</td>
<td>0.867</td>
<td>0.875</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4 Conclusions

Mysteries behind the binding between gold nanoparticles and guanine arise from their complex geometries, electronic structures, bonding types, surface relaxation, symmetry, environments, etc. Regarding the correlation among under-coordination induced surface quantum trapping, valence charge polarization, back-donation from gold and unconventional H-bonds, this theoretical study makes important suggestions. First, polarization caused by under-coordination effects of gold NPs results in the activation of valence electrons. Second, the binding mode between a gold NP and guanine is not described as a pure N–Au donor-acceptor interaction; rather, it also contains π or σ-back-donations from polarized Au valence charges. Third, Au⋯H–N bonding exists that features orbital interaction between a gold σ bond and a N–H σ* FO. The under-coordination-induced surface charge polarization also affects the favorable binding mode.

The under-coordination effect at the surface of gold NPs leads to core-shell charge separations. The surface valence charges are polarized toward $E_0$ and thus contribute more significantly to the back-donation to a base. It is verified that the smallest Au$_{13}$ NP undergoes a dramatic valence charge polarization and can form a stable complex with guanine. Furthermore, the FO analysis shows that, besides the electron donation from N to Au, there is back-donation in the formation of Au–G complexes. While Au$_{13}$ and Au$_{55}$ prefer the G2 binding mode, Au$_{47}$ prefers G1 because the valence charge polarization and the back-donation ability are weak. In Au$_{13}$–G1, back-donation is through the formation of a π bond between Au d$_{xy}$ and N p$_x$. In contrast, in Au$_{13}$–G2, back-donation occurs mainly through two N–H⋯Au hydrogen bonds, from the Au 5d$_{xy}$ and 6s orbitals to the N–H σ* orbital. This unconventional H bonding leads to intensification of the Au–base interaction, especially in smaller complexes.
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